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David Macaulay, co-creator of the international bestseller The Way Things Work, brings his
signature curiosity and detailing to the story of the steamship in this meticulously researched
and stunningly illustrated book.Prior to the 1800s, ships crossing the Atlantic Ocean relied on
the wind in their sails to make their journeys. But invention of steam power ushered in a new era
of transportation that would change ocean travel forever: the steamship.Award-winning author-
illustrator David Macaulay guides readers through the fascinating history that culminated in the
building of the most advanced—and last—of these steamships: the SS United States. This book
artfully explores the design and construction of the ship and the life of its designer and engineer,
William Francis Gibbs.Framed around the author's own experience steaming across the Atlantic
on the very same SS United States, Crossing on Time is a tour de force of the art of explanation
and a touching and surprising childhood story.A 2020 NCTE Orbis Pictus Recommended
Book2020 Bank Street College of Education Best Children's Books of the Year List

From School Library JournalGr 6 Up-An in-depth informational text surveying the history of
steamships, focusing on the SS United States. Master author/illustrator Macaulay combines
expository and narrative nonfiction, explaining how William Francis Gibbs and his brother
engineered the building of the SS United States and how his family eventually immigrated to
America journeying on that very ship. The author's personal connection provides a solid
foundation for the information. Macaulay's beautifully detailed illustrations illuminate the blended
text, and are so engaging that they will draw in readers otherwise reluctant about the content of
the book itself. An afterword and time line provide back matter that will further round out the
readers' experience. VERDICT This book is a necessary addition to any collection serving
middle grade readers and is perfect for collections in need of STEAM texts; a must-buy for any
and all collections.-Amy McInerney, Falmouth Elementary School, MEα(c) Copyright 2011.
Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution
permitted. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“A stunning celebration of ships like
the S.S. United States.” ―New York Times, Editors' Choice“Macaulay details the design and
construction of the vessel in his precise and often playful architectural drawings, luring in
readers who might not otherwise be interested in physics and engineering.” ―New York Times
Book Review“Macaulay's succinct, explanatory text propels the narrative, drawing readers into
his meticulous, captioned artwork . . . Not to be missed.” ―Booklist, starred review“Macaulay’s
beautifully detailed illustrations illuminate the blended text, and are so engaging that they will
draw in readers otherwise reluctant about the content of the book itself . . . Perfect for collections
in need of STEAM texts; a must-buy for any and all collections.” ―School Library Journal, starred
review“Stunning . . . This title has potential to draw audiences from budding engineers to history



buffs to fans of the golden age of glamorous sea travel, and they’ll all find new understanding of
this high-profile episode in transportation history.” ―Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books,
starred review“Beyond the impressive scholarship and impeccable draftsmanship, Macaulay
rounds out the reading experience with moments of humor, pleasingly atmospheric spreads,
and a humanistic view of applied science.” ―Horn Book, starred review“A stunning book befitting
its magnificent subject, Crossing on Time is a blue-ribbon read.” ―Shelf Awareness“Personal
notes give this stirring tribute to speed, power, and technological prowess an unusually intimate
air.” ―Kirkus Reviews“Macaulay continues to amaze with his architect-trained eye for detail and
ability to make the complex understandable . . . A multilayered reading experience.” ―Publishers
WeeklyPraise for David Macaulay: "There is a sense of wonder in David Macaulay's work. It's
fresh and genuine." ―The Washington Post"Macaulay's elegant drawings, wry humor, and clear
descriptions of the simplest and most complex structures and machines are . . . entertaining
experiences for both children and adults." ―MacArthur Fellows citation, 2006--This text refers to
the hardcover edition.About the AuthorBorn on December 2, 1946, David Macaulay was ten
when his family moved from England to the United States. An early fascination with simple
technology and a love of model making and drawing ultimately led him to study architecture at
the Rhode Island School of Design. He received his degree in 1969 after spending his fifth year
with RISD’s European Honors Program in Rome. The next four years were spent working in
interior design, teaching junior and senior high school art and tinkering with the idea of making
books. The tinkering paid off. His numerous awards include the MacArthur Fellowship, the
Caldecott Medal, won for his book Black and White, the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award, the
Christopher Award, an American Institute of Architects Medal, the Washington Children’s Book
Guild Nonfiction Award, the Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis, the Dutch Silver Slate Pencil Award,
and the Bradford Washburn Award, presented by the Museum of Science in Boston to an
outstanding contributor to science. He was U.S.nominee for the biennial, international Hans
Christian Andersen Award in both 1984 and 2002. Macaulay currently lives with his family in
Vermont. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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IN THE SPRING OF 1957, my father was offered a job in America. Since we lived in England,
driving to work would have been something of a challenge unless we first crossed the Atlantic
Ocean.You could have asked me anything about castles, knights in armor, The Wind in the
Willows, and the steam ships Queen Elizabeth (two funnels) and Queen Mary (three).But all I
knew about America was cowboys on horseback, which I saw on our small black-and-white
television, and the Empire State Building. A colorful illustration in my Encylopedia of Science for
Boys and Girls made it look bigger than all the other buildings put together—much bigger.I
couldn’t wait to see it with my own eyes.IN THE SPRING OF 1957, my father was offered a job in
America. Since we lived in England, driving to work would have been something of a challenge
unless we first crossed the Atlantic Ocean.You could have asked me anything about castles,
knights in armor, The Wind in the Willows, and the steam ships Queen Elizabeth (two funnels)
and Queen Mary (three).But all I knew about America was cowboys on horseback, which I saw
on our small black-and-white television, and the Empire State Building. A colorful illustration in
my Encylopedia of Science for Boys and Girls made it look bigger than all the other buildings put
together—much bigger.I couldn’t wait to see it with my own eyes.

I suppose my parents were busy applying for passports and visas and making lists. But with the
exception of having our chests x-rayed to make sure we were healthy, life for my sister and
brother and me went on as if nothing exciting was about to happen. Things only became a little
more real when it was time to decide what we would take with us and what we had to leave
behind. Everything we chose, including my mother’s brand-new carpet, had to fit into a pair of
steamer trunks we’d bought from a family of recent arrivals to England. Theywere large and
covered with stickers (the trunks, not the family).We children were limited to just three books
each. My Encyclopedia of Science and an illustrated Robinson Crusoe that showed how to
make furniture from a shipwreck were easy choices—and very practical. But then I had to decide
between a thick book of airplane silhouettes and a thin book called Ned, the Lonely Donkey.
After my desperate plea to take both was denied, Ned got the nod.Four months after news of our
upcoming adventure had broken and the last pieces of furniture had either been sold or given
away, we left our house, friends, and neighbors and moved in with my grandparents. At last, inch
by inch, I could feel the Empire State Building getting closer. Four weeks later, my father flew off
to begin hisnew job and set up our apartment. A month after that, it was time to board the ship
for the five-day voyage that would reunite the Macaulay family in the New World.The whole
process had taken forever. But as it turns out, preparations for our journey had been under way
for much longer than I had realized.I suppose my parents were busy applying for passports and
visas and making lists. But with the exception of having our chests x-rayed to make sure we were
healthy, life for my sister and brother and me went on as if nothing exciting was about to happen.
Things only became a little more real when it was time to decide what we would take with us and
what we had to leave behind. Everything we chose, including my mother’s brand-new carpet,
had to fit into a pair of steamer trunks we’d bought from a family of recent arrivals to England.



Theywere large and covered with stickers (the trunks, not the family).We children were limited to
just three books each. My Encyclopedia of Science and an illustrated Robinson Crusoe that
showed how to make furniture from a shipwreck were easy choices—and very practical. But
then I had to decide between a thick book of airplane silhouettes and a thin book called Ned, the
Lonely Donkey. After my desperate plea to take both was denied, Ned got the nod.Four months
after news of our upcoming adventure had broken and the last pieces of furniture had either
been sold or given away, we left our house, friends, and neighbors and moved in with my
grandparents. At last, inch by inch, I could feel the Empire State Building getting closer. Four
weeks later, my father flew off to begin hisnew job and set up our apartment. A month after that,
it was time to board the ship for the five-day voyage that would reunite the Macaulay family in the
New World.The whole process had taken forever. But as it turns out, preparations for our journey
had been under way for much longer than I had realized.

1BEFORE THE 1800s, ships crossing the Atlantic Ocean were powered by the wind in their
sails. But since the wind didn’t always cooperate, it was difficult for shipowners to attract
passengers. They couldn’t predict how long a voyage might take or even when it would begin,
and once under way there was no guarantee that the wind would keep blowing or that it wouldn’t
blow too much and turn the trip into a disaster. Until a more reliable source of power could be
found, these crossings would remain a challenge to anyone, but particularly to the faint of heart
and those on a tight schedule.1BEFORE THE 1800s, ships crossing the Atlantic Ocean were
powered by the wind in their sails. But since the wind didn’t always cooperate, it was difficult for
shipowners to attract passengers. They couldn’t predict how long a voyage might take or even
when it would begin, and once under way there was no guarantee that the wind would keep
blowing or that it wouldn’t blow too much and turn the trip into a disaster. Until a more reliable
source of power could be found, these crossings would remain a challenge to anyone, but
particularly to the faint of heart and those on a tight schedule.

Shipping wasn’t the only business needing a new source of power. For centuries, flooding in
underground shafts and tunnels had made mining even more unpleasant and dangerous than it
already was. Pumps along with a variety of inefficient contraptions were used to remove the
unwanted water, but they depended on humans, animals, water, or wind to operate. Mine
owners were desperate for a better solution.During the 1600s, scientists in England and Europe
began experimenting with ways of putting vacuums and atmospheric pressure to work. They
often used a cylinder sealed at the bottom and a piston that could slide up and down inside.
When a vacuum was created beneath the piston, the pressure of the surrounding air would push
it down into the cylinder. If a rope was connected between the piston and a weight, the
movement of the piston could lift the weight off the ground. Different methods were used to
create the vacuum, but each time the process had to begin from scratch. The problem was how
to make the piston move up and down repeatedly inside the cylinder.A hand-operated pump can



lift water onlyabout 30 feet. To remove water from fartherdown would require several pumps on
differentlevels operated either individually or all togetherby strong horses turning a wheel-
likecontraption (called a gin).PistonCylinder1. Place the piston just inside the top ofthe cylinder
and then attach a weight.2. Create a vacuum. Atmosphericpressure will do the rest.3. Clean out
the stall.Atmospheric pressureShipping wasn’t the only business needing a new source of
power. For centuries, flooding in underground shafts and tunnels had made mining even more
unpleasant and dangerous than it already was. Pumps along with a variety of inefficient
contraptions were used to remove the unwanted water, but they depended on humans, animals,
water, or wind to operate. Mine owners were desperate for a better solution.During the 1600s,
scientists in England and Europe began experimenting with ways of putting vacuums and
atmospheric pressure to work. They often used a cylinder sealed at the bottom and a piston that
could slide up and down inside. When a vacuum was created beneath the piston, the pressure
of the surrounding air would push it down into the cylinder. If a rope was connected between the
piston and a weight, the movement of the piston could lift the weight off the ground. Different
methods were used to create the vacuum, but each time the process had to begin from scratch.
The problem was how to make the piston move up and down repeatedly inside the cylinder.A
hand-operated pump can lift water onlyabout 30 feet. To remove water from fartherdown would
require several pumps on differentlevels operated either individually or all togetherby strong
horses turning a wheel-likecontraption (called a gin).PistonCylinder1. Place the piston just inside
the top ofthe cylinder and then attach a weight.2. Create a vacuum. Atmosphericpressure will do
the rest.3. Clean out the stall.Atmospheric pressure
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B Wallis, “One of David Macaulay's best works ever. If you love ships GET THIS BOOK.. I have
to admit I'm a huge ocean liner geek, and I have been since I was a small child. As in waking my
parents up in the middle of the night when I heard that Bob Ballard discovered the Titanic
obsessed. I built models of the classic ocean liners, and one of them was the SS United
States.The United States has always been a favorite ship, and when I learned that not only was
she still around-- but tied up in Philadelphia, it became my goal to go and see her. Over the
years I've done research and made friends with people who sailed or worked aboard her and a
family member even recalled being in a submarine when she passed nearby, going so fast they
thought she was a low-flying aircraft from a distance.After what seemed like forever, I was able
to see her but not very close. Through a friend of a friend who worked at the Ports, I was able to
walk by the place where she's tied up (but not touch or go aboard) her. I wept tears of joy to see
her in the present state she is in but also because I was so excited to be near such an amazing
part of naval history that I thought was forever lost.I happened to see the gangplank was in place
and people were working aboard. My friend pointed to a distinctive little brown car and told me it
belonged to a famous author who was aboard writing a book about the ship and doing lots of
drawings. I had to know more. Fast forward a week, and I had joined the Save the SS United
States Conservancy and learned the author was none other than David Macaulay, the author of
some of my favorite books as a kid, including Motel of the Mysteries, City, Castle, etc. He has a
fantastic talent for visual storytelling and a delightful sense of humor.I signed up for the pre-order
of this book as soon as it was available and when we got it last week, I began reading it
immediately. What a treat!The illustrations are beautiful and top notch. They are interesting
enough for both adults and children to enjoy and learn from. Like all his other books, this volume
captures the energy and spirit of a time in history we'll never see again.I dream about being able
to tour the ship one day and hope that this amazing ship can be saved, but in the event she is
lost to us, David's book immortalizes her in a way nobody else could have done. I will treasure
this book forever. It's become part of my most treasured collection.Thank you David Macaulay,
for your amazing work.”

Daryl Carpenter, “Not Macaulay's best book, but still fun for his fans. At this point in his career,
David Macaulay doesn't really have much to prove. He's written and illustrated a slew of
excellent "how it's built" and "how it works" -type children's books since the 70s, and even as an
adult, I find his work impressive. "Crossing on Time" might not be the best book he's ever
created, but it does a fine job explaining the history behind its subject matter, and reunites him
with the ship that transported him and his family to America in 1957.Like the author's previous
books, this one is quite heavily illustrated, not in a dry technical manner, but in a way that non-
specialists should have an easy time grasping. You might not know how a reciprocating engine,
steam turbine, reduction gear, or super-heater works going in, but you will by the end. The



author's charming style shines throughout, with moments of humor such as showing the hull of
the "United States" as a giant loaf of bread cut into 300 slices, the action of a steam piston upon
an agitated horse, or a giant gloved hand assembling the ship like a model kit. There's even an
impressive six-page gatefold showing a sectional view through the entire ship. I didn't notice any
glaring historical inaccuracies; the five-cylinder engines on the "Campania" and "Lucania"
looked bizarre, but it turns out they had them in real life. I'll even let the occasional lubber-speak
pass. I'm sure most 10-year-olds know what an "inner wall" is, but how many can even
pronounce "longitudinal watertight bulkhead?"Macaulay's narrative follows a number of separate
threads: the development of the first steam engines on land and the earliest steam-powered
Atlantic liners, the life of William Francis Gibbs, the building of the SS United States, and his
journey to America aboard the ship as a young boy of 12. The result is somewhat fragmented.
This is the one area where it falls short compared with his earlier books like "Cathedral" and
"Underground." Whereas those focused on a single structure or location and followed a simple
A-to-B story, this one feels like four short books grafted together instead of a truly cohesive
whole.My grumbling aside, it's pretty cool that David Macaulay is still active, and every once in a
while someone still publishes a decent children's book on ships. I would have LOVED this book
growing up in the 90s. The library up the street from where I grew up had hundreds of books on
every other form of transportation, but maybe only dozen on maritime history!”

watin-augouard, “livre pour amateurs des paquebots. Très beau livre”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 103 people have provided feedback.
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